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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you to the organizers for inviting me to speak at this important conference on “Reassessing Constraints on Policy“. I will focus in particular on the consequences of Central bank balance sheet expansion on commercial banks and their effects on available systemic liquidity. In joint work with Rahul Chauhan and Raghuram Rajan of University of Chicago (Raghu is here) and Sascha Steffen of Frankfurt School, I will provide a perspective on some of these issues using the lens of ``liquidity dependence“. Let me provide a bit of history of our thinking on this. Reserves are the most liquid but a low-yielding asset, so it makes sense for the financial sector to make money selling claims on it. So Raghu and I wrote a theory paper last year explaining this process and how it can lead to liquidity stress. We were surprised to see empirically how important the effect of these claims on liquidity were and that is what we present today.  In particular, we show empirically that the banking sector creates short-term or demandable liabilities – on- and off-balance-sheet – during quantitative easing when central bank balance-sheets expand; These liabilities of the banking sector do not shrink easily, necessitating central bank balance sheet support in the future and making the shrinkage of central bank balance-sheets during quantitative tightening an uphill task. In effect, the injection of reserves and their withdrawal are not guaranteed to be mirror images of each other due to liquidity dependence created during the phase of injection.Our approach is different from the standard macroeconomic analysis of QE and QT, i.e., central bank balance-sheet growth and shrinkage, has focused on the counterpart asset-side of commercial banking, via relaxation or amplification of bank balance-sheet constraints. This ignores, however, the liability side of banking sector; we argue that from a financial stability standpoint, this is where the key action lies.



Conundrum: Where did all the liquidity go?
• Unprecedented expansion of central bank balance sheets since the GFC
• Surprisingly fragile liquidity conditions in money markets

- Repo rate spike in September 2019 
- Dash for cash in March 2020 
- Recent turmoil in UK gilts, Sep-Oct 2022

• Are central bank balance sheet expansion and liquidity stress related?
• Focus on banking sector liability-side (see Acharya-Rajan 2021)
• In contrast to the more common asset-side and asset-pricing approach to QE 
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QE : (i) Purchase from banks

Source: “How the Fed Changes the Size of its Balance Sheet” (Leonard, Martin and Potter, Liberty Street Economics, 2017)
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At the cost of repeating what is already known to this audience, let me – in the interest of setting a common stage – walk through the process via which a central bank such as the Fed expands its balance-sheet. The Fed swaps assets such as Treasury securities or Agency-backed securities for reserves. Typically, the reserves sit on commercial bank balance-sheets.  The asset swap, however, may happen in two ways. One, the asset swap can happen directly with banks as shown on slide 2. In this case, banks swap eligible securities for central bank reserves, and the process of Fed injecting reserves directly does not lead to a growth of bank deposits.It does, however, typically lead to a shortening of the duration of bank assets, which may require it rebalancing liabilities, which we don’t explore here but will revisit later.



QE: (ii) Purchase from public/non-banks

Source: “How the Fed Changes the Size of its Balance Sheet” (Leonard, Martin and Potter, Liberty Street Economics, 2017)
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In the second way that the asset swap can take place, the non-bank sector (say the public) sells eligible assets to the central bank. The payment is deposited in commercial banks; banks add reserves to their assets and these are effectively “financed” by deposits of the non-bank financial sector that engaged in asset swap with the Fed. Without any indirect or multiplier effects via the bank balance-sheet, there is a one for one expansion of banking sector balance-sheet with reserves. Importantly, its deposits, which typically are wholesale demandable deposits, expand with reserves.Given these different ways that Fed expansion of balance-sheet affects the banking sector, the following questions arise: How does Fed balance-sheet expansion affect the size and demandable deposit base of the banking sector? Do other demandable liabilities issued by banks also grow because of the availability of reserves?If banking sector liabilities grow, do they reverse via the same mechanism when the Fed shrinks its balance-sheet? 



Given different ways of Fed b/s expansion…

We seek to answer the following important questions:

• How does Fed balance-sheet (QE) expansion affect the size, deposits, 
and “demandability” of deposits of the banking sector? 

• Do other demandable liabilities issued by banks such as credit lines to 
corporations also grow with reserves?

• Do these claims shrink when the Fed shrinks its balance-sheet (QT)? 
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QT is not simply a reversal of QE! 

• QE => growth of on- and off-balance-sheet demandable bank liabilities
- Reserves expand -> 
- Demand deposits expand (-> QE purchases from non-banks)
- Plus shrinkage of deposit maturity; additional writing of credit lines
- Why “portfolio balance” view of QE transmission may not work.

• QT => No shrinkage of these liquidity claims
- Reserve shrink, but… 
- Liquidity claims continue to grow post-QE + remain stable during QT

• “Liquidity dependence” in the banking system
- Ratcheting up of central bank b/s size as it injects more reserves with each stress

• QT can be an uphill task and QE may be less effective than envisaged
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To answer these questions, we examined empirically how demandable claims on the banking sector – on-balance-sheet such as deposits and off-balance-sheet such as undrawn credit lines to corporations – are affected during Fed balance-sheet expansion and contraction. First, we find that quantitative easing, i.e., an increase in aggregate reserves, is indeed associated with a growth of bank deposits. This is consistent with asset purchases by the Fed in large part from non-banks. Consistent – in turn – with this, the rise in bank deposits is primarily in demandable deposits; time deposits in fact shrink during QE. In addition, banks originate more credit lines for corporations when aggregate reserves increase. Both the shortening of maturity of deposits and the writing of off-balance-sheet claims – when reserves increase – suggest that there isn’t just a passive increase in bank deposits during QE as shown in the second schematic above, but there is in fact an active response by banks to write demandable claims when aggregate reserves increase. Second, and perhaps our most important result, is that quantitative tightening – a contraction of the Fed balance-sheet – is NOT simply a reversal of quantitative easing – an expansion of the Fed balance-sheet. Demand deposits and credit lines in fact continue to grow even after QE is over; they stabilize to some extent but do not shrink much – if at all – even during quantitative tightening when aggregate reserves are actively shrunk by the Fed.We refer to this asymmetry as “liquidity dependence” – QE leaves the banking system with an expansion of on- and off-balance-sheet demandable claims that are not simply reversed with QT. One implication is that QE leaves the banking system with financial fragility so that undertaking QT can be an uphill task. Another implication is that liquidity dependence may explain why financial system suffered from liquidity stress in the form of the repo spike of Sept 2019 and the “dash for cash” during COVID outbreak of March 2020 in spite of reserves being in excess of $1 trillion. The key question we answer is what was the level of demandable claims of the banking system at these points of time. I will show you shortly that answering this question is important to understand the financial stability implications of QE, and in turn, how QT might play out in pratice.I stress here that our perspective on these liquidity disruptions is different from the ones that simply stress that there weren’t enough reserves: after all with more than a $1trn of reserves, the thinking was that the Fed should not have to inject more reserves to deal with liquidity issues, but that thinking ignores the counterpart increase in bank liabilities when reserves were increased to over $1trn.Let me first illustrate the empirical results in the simplest possible manner and then discuss their possible origins, consequences, and policy implications.Turn to slide 1.1 which shows reserves, bank deposits and outstanding credit lines written by banks, all relative to GDP. 



Traditional view: Exogenous demand for liquidity

Supply of Reserves
Price of Liquidity   =                                  vs.

Exogenous demand for liquidity

• As demand is exogenous, increasing supply of reserves is stabilizing           
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To recap, it is important to keep in mind that the banking sector undergoes alteration of liabilities when QE is undertaken, as stressed in the theoretical framework of Acharya and Rajan (2021). Put differently, this slide represents the wrong way to think about it, i.e., the nature of claims on liquidity on the banking sector, as given, and unaffected by reserve expansion. Under this view, an increase in central bank b/s size always lowers the price of liquidity and improves financial stability.



Dependence view: Liquidity demand affected by reserves

Supply of Reserves
Price of Liquidity          =                                      vs.

Exogenous demand + New liquidity claims
written by banks

• Supply of reserves creates its own additional demand, new claims written by banks. 
• Liquidity conditions and the effect of quantitative tightening depend on how these claims evolve.             
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Our liquidity dependence view [in the final slide] suggests that banks write new liquidity claims when exogenously pumped with reserves, and don’t shrink these claims easily. The supply of reserves creates its own additional demand via these new claims that can come due in times of aggregate stress. This implies reserve expansion may have muted, in extremis even adverse, effects on available liquidity and thence financial stability.What are the policy implications? Let me stress the most important ones:Monetary policy and financial stability tradeoffs: Our key point is that -- “liquidity dependence” –- demandable claims created during QE -- does not shrink at the same pace post-QE and QT, so that from a financial stability standpoint, a part of Fed’s b/s expansion can be considered as irreversible.  This creates a potential conflict with the Fed’s monetary policy objectives at the time that QT is embarked upon. To shrink aggregate demand, the Fed may want to tighten monetary conditions; however, demandable liabilities in the banking system can create financial stability issues, which prevent the Fed from unwinding stimulus at a pace commensurate with its monetary objectives.Manifestation of liquidity stress and financial fragility: As seen during the repo market stress of Sept 19, the price of liquidity can suddenly rise in response to small, unexpected shocks that make reserves immobile if claims on immediacy are high. Similarly, aggregate risk can lead to a sudden dash for cash as seen at the time of COVID outbreak, including from corporate credit line drawdowns. As the pandemic has raised demandable claims in the system also to unprecedented high levels, a reversal of Fed b/s growth now will thus require paying careful attention to the system’s demandable claims and the fluidity of reserves within the banking system.WE do need to understand better why banks do not shrink demandable claims. We find in the paper that the largest (top 95%ile by size) reserve-center banks and relatively under-capitalized banks are the ones that grow demandable claims during QE and continue to grow them post-QE. It seems to suggest that solvency ratios for the largest banks may have to be raised during QE and possibly raised across board in order to prepare the system for the eventual QE; put simply, QT would be less disruptive if reserves were financed more with bank capital rather than demandable deposits. For example, there can be higher “stress test” capital charges for credit line drawdowns as they tend to be drawn down en masse only during times of aggregate stress, and then drawdown rates on banks can be substantial. Of course, this is not to suggest bank capital is a solution to all problems as capital requirements have historically been arbitraged to create claims on liquidity. Another option therefore is to monitor and manage liquidity stress directly. (i) A way to do this that would backfire is if there is supervisory ratcheting up, i.e., in times of high reserves, supervisors require banks maintain even higher reserves – implicitly, e.g., by being seen as tougher when intra-day overdrafts are used. Instead, regulation should make reserves more mobile among banks during times of stress. (ii) A simple idea could be to consider the averaging of reserves over a fortnight for LCR and resolution liquidity needs; a tolerance band could be created, e.g., 5%, 10%, 20%, …, that is varied in a state-contingent manner to create incentives to arbitrage in inter-bank markets in a manner that does not lead to fears of stigma at banks. (iii) Finally, there could be even stronger incentives for longer-duration deposits at banks given that time deposits seem to shrink sharply during QE and there is some evidence that they rose ultimately during QT.There are also potential implications for provision of liquidity by banks to markets such as in Treasuries and to non-banks, both of which are systemically important parts of the financial system: (i) Besides improving the flow of reserves from surplus banks, a Standing repo facility for non-banks (not just primary dealers) could be put in place, as recently by BOE, against highest quality collateral and only for non-banks that are subject to prudential standards and monitoring by the central bank; (ii) There have been balance-sheet constraints preventing banks from making markets and moving reserves around, which could be relaxed, e.g., state-contingent removal of Supplementary Leverage Ratio on banks could be considered, as the Fed did so in April 2020; and, (iii) QE could be implemented via Repo and Reverse Repo Facilities directly for non-banks without banks playing the intermediary role for holding reserves – in the spirit of the earlier schematics, this would not lead to a mechanical increase in demand deposits at banks; of course, if non-banks also shorten duration of liabilities and sell claims on reserves, we would have simply transferred the problems we have identified to shadow banking!It seems to us that there is a great deal of dexterity required in ensuring that QE works as intended and that QT does not lead to financial stability consequences when central banks reverse their significant b/s growth of QE.  Factoring in the asymmetry between QT and QE that we have identified – as to how liquidity dependence builds up in QE and then keeps ratcheting up or does not reverse in QE – implies that a part of central bank b/s growth may become irreversible if financial stability considerations are ignored. All in all, this means QE may have to be rethought when it is pushing on a string in terms of monetary impact, and financial stability consequences of QT should be an important ex-ante consideration in determining the scale, scope and duration of QE. 



Data Sources

We examine over the time period 2001Q1 – 2021Q4
• Aggregate Reserves, Deposits, Credit Lines Outstanding, GDP data – FRED 

and Flow of Funds (Financial Accounts of the United States ) Data
• Bank Balance Sheet Data – FDIC’s Call Reports Data
• Bank-County Level Deposit Data – Branch Office Deposits in FDIC Summary 

of Deposits
• Bank-Deposit instrument-Level Interest Rate Data – S&P Global’s

RateWatch database
• Credit Lines Originations and Pricing data – Dealscan Refinitiv

LoanConnector
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Reserves and Claims (% of GDP)
QE I Pandemic QEQE III Post-QE QTQE II
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The blue line is reserves to GDP (on the left axis), the red line is outstanding bank credit lines to GDP (also on the left axis) and green line is bank deposits to GDP (on the right axis, as it tends to be far greater). Data are from the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds for the 2008 to 2021 period. The vertical lines correspond to the beginning of the different Federal Reserve Quantitative Easing (QE) / Quantitative Tightening (QT) programs:  (1) Nov 2008 (QE I), (2) Nov 2010 (QE II), (3) Nov 2012 (QE III), (4) Oct 2014 (QE halted without actively reducing balance sheet size), (5) October 2017 (Quantitative Tightening or active balance sheet reduction), and (6) Sept 2019 (Repo-market “spike” and liquidity infusion, followed by Pandemic-induced QE starting March 2020, which for simplicity we collectively refer to as “Pandemic QE”).Key patterns that emerge are as follows:Central bank reserves expanded from the start of QE I in November 2008 to the end of QE III in Sep 2014 from less than 5% of GDP to more than 15% of GDP. There is some stabilization, even decline, in reserves when each phase of QE ended and before the next phase began. At the same time, bank deposits grew from about 50% to 60% of GDP, again with some stabilization when each phase of QE ended and before the next one began. While the increase in credit lines was less pronounced at first, they too increased from November 2010 (the start of the QE II) from about 12% to over 15% of GDP by Sep 2014. Importantly, while reserves dropped by more than half after QE was halted in Oct 2014 and during the first QT period until September 2019, both credit lines, as well as deposits, remained remarkably flat. This highlights the pattern that neither of these claims on bank liquidity reversed their QE I-III increase when the central bank balance sheet shrank. However, when reserves increased from about 7% to more than 17% of GDP during the pandemic QE period, bank deposits jumped again from 60% to almost 80% of GDP and credit lines also increased to about 17% of GDP. In other words, this descriptive evidence already highlights the asymmetric effect of an expansion vis-à-vis shrinkage of the central bank balance sheet on commercial bank demandable claims. Notably, the pandemic QE has caused banking sector liabilities to rise again… past suggests no guarantee that these liabilities will shrink when Fed begins to shrink its balance-sheet.Now turn to slide 1.2 to see this point more sharply.



Reserves and Claims (% of GDP)
QE I Pandemic QEQE III Post-QE QTQE II
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The blue line is reserves to GDP (on the left axis), the red line is outstanding bank credit lines to GDP (also on the left axis) and green line is bank deposits to GDP (on the right axis, as it tends to be far greater). Data are from the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds for the 2008 to 2021 period. The vertical lines correspond to the beginning of the different Federal Reserve Quantitative Easing (QE) / Quantitative Tightening (QT) programs:  (1) Nov 2008 (QE I), (2) Nov 2010 (QE II), (3) Nov 2012 (QE III), (4) Oct 2014 (QE halted without actively reducing balance sheet size), (5) October 2017 (Quantitative Tightening or active balance sheet reduction), and (6) Sept 2019 (Repo-market “spike” and liquidity infusion, followed by Pandemic-induced QE starting March 2020, which for simplicity we collectively refer to as “Pandemic QE”).Key patterns that emerge are as follows:Central bank reserves expanded from the start of QE I in November 2008 to the end of QE III in Sep 2014 from less than 5% of GDP to more than 15% of GDP. There is some stabilization, even decline, in reserves when each phase of QE ended and before the next phase began. At the same time, bank deposits grew from about 50% to 60% of GDP, again with some stabilization when each phase of QE ended and before the next one began. While the increase in credit lines was less pronounced at first, they too increased from November 2010 (the start of the QE II) from about 12% to over 15% of GDP by Sep 2014. Importantly, while reserves dropped by more than half after QE was halted in Oct 2014 and during the first QT period until September 2019, both credit lines, as well as deposits, remained remarkably flat. This highlights the pattern that neither of these claims on bank liquidity reversed their QE I-III increase when the central bank balance sheet shrank. However, when reserves increased from about 7% to more than 17% of GDP during the pandemic QE period, bank deposits jumped again from 60% to almost 80% of GDP and credit lines also increased to about 17% of GDP. In other words, this descriptive evidence already highlights the asymmetric effect of an expansion vis-à-vis shrinkage of the central bank balance sheet on commercial bank demandable claims. Notably, the pandemic QE has caused banking sector liabilities to rise again… past suggests no guarantee that these liabilities will shrink when Fed begins to shrink its balance-sheet.Now turn to slide 1.2 to see this point more sharply.



Reserves and Claims (% of GDP)
QE I Pandemic QEQE III Post-QE QTQE II
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The blue line is reserves to GDP (on the left axis), the red line is outstanding bank credit lines to GDP (also on the left axis) and green line is bank deposits to GDP (on the right axis, as it tends to be far greater). Data are from the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds for the 2008 to 2021 period. The vertical lines correspond to the beginning of the different Federal Reserve Quantitative Easing (QE) / Quantitative Tightening (QT) programs:  (1) Nov 2008 (QE I), (2) Nov 2010 (QE II), (3) Nov 2012 (QE III), (4) Oct 2014 (QE halted without actively reducing balance sheet size), (5) October 2017 (Quantitative Tightening or active balance sheet reduction), and (6) Sept 2019 (Repo-market “spike” and liquidity infusion, followed by Pandemic-induced QE starting March 2020, which for simplicity we collectively refer to as “Pandemic QE”).Key patterns that emerge are as follows:Central bank reserves expanded from the start of QE I in November 2008 to the end of QE III in Sep 2014 from less than 5% of GDP to more than 15% of GDP. There is some stabilization, even decline, in reserves when each phase of QE ended and before the next phase began. At the same time, bank deposits grew from about 50% to 60% of GDP, again with some stabilization when each phase of QE ended and before the next one began. While the increase in credit lines was less pronounced at first, they too increased from November 2010 (the start of the QE II) from about 12% to over 15% of GDP by Sep 2014. Importantly, while reserves dropped by more than half after QE was halted in Oct 2014 and during the first QT period until September 2019, both credit lines, as well as deposits, remained remarkably flat. This highlights the pattern that neither of these claims on bank liquidity reversed their QE I-III increase when the central bank balance sheet shrank. However, when reserves increased from about 7% to more than 17% of GDP during the pandemic QE period, bank deposits jumped again from 60% to almost 80% of GDP and credit lines also increased to about 17% of GDP. In other words, this descriptive evidence already highlights the asymmetric effect of an expansion vis-à-vis shrinkage of the central bank balance sheet on commercial bank demandable claims. Notably, the pandemic QE has caused banking sector liabilities to rise again… past suggests no guarantee that these liabilities will shrink when Fed begins to shrink its balance-sheet.Now turn to slide 1.2 to see this point more sharply.



Claims on Liquidity (multiple of reserves)
QE I QE II QE III Post-QE QT Pandemic QE
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From a financial stability standpoint, what may be more interesting to observe is how deposits and CL outstanding behave as a ratio to the stock of reserves, i.e., the Fed b/s. In effect, numerator is the maximum claim on liquidity, and the denominator, the maximum supply of available liquidity (e.g., via inter-bank markets).In Figure 1.2, blue line is outstanding bank credit lines to aggregate reserves (on the left y-axis) and red line is bank deposits to aggregate reserves (on the right y-axis). At the beginning of each QE period (QE I-III as well as the pandemic QE), credit lines and deposits drop as a multiple of reserves as the latter expand relatively more during these periods. In contrast, when the Fed started normalizing and shrinking its balance-sheet size after October 2014, both credit lines and deposits more than doubled relative to central bank reserves.  Interestingly, right after each of the first two QE periods and until the beginning of the next QE period, credit lines and deposits had started rising relative to reserves. This may be because commercial bank demandable claims react to higher reserves with a lag. However, that the ratios continue increasing for years after QE III ceases, including increasing sharply during QT when the Fed shrinks reserves, suggests this cannot just be lagged bank reactions.  Even more interestingly, by Sep 2019, the ratios are almost at the same level for both deposits and CLs as in 2008 before QE began. In other words, a reduction of reserves or a shrinkage of the Fed b/s during QT by a magnitude far smaller than the expansion undertaken during QE led to the pre-QE financial stability point.  Xxx You have not explained stability point. Perhaps drop. [ For back-pocket: Billion USD     Reserves Demand Deposits Credit LinesJune 2019           1,505             11,762               3,269December 2019  1,698             12,129               3,330December 2008    821                4,887               2,015]Credit line originations shown in these charts suggest that banks are actively seeking to sell promises on reserves parked in their balance-sheets. Do they similarly seek more demandable deposits, e.g., to match the maturity of assets and liabilities? To see that this is indeed the case, turn to Figure 1.3.



Demandable and Time Deposits (% of GDP)
QE I QE II QE III Post-QE QT Pandemic QE
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The blue line in this figure are time deposits (CDs), the red line is demand deposits (checking, savings, money-market savings, etc.), and green line is the aggregate reserves. All are plotted relative to GDP.By decomposing deposits into time deposits and non-time or demandable deposits we see that time deposits shrink substantially during QE, stabilize some during post-QE and even rise during QT, whereas demand deposits rise more than one for one during QE, keep growing post-QE, and come down relative to GDP only marginally so during QT. In the paper, we show that these effects are driven almost entirely by the uninsured portion of deposits.Maturity-shortening of bank deposits is thus another dimension of liquidity dependence induced by QE, which makes QT potentially an uphill task.



Demandable and Time Deposits (% of GDP)
QE I QE II QE III Post-QE QT Pandemic QE
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Presentation Notes
The blue line in this figure are time deposits (CDs), the red line is demand deposits (checking, savings, money-market savings, etc.), and green line is the aggregate reserves. All are plotted relative to GDP.By decomposing deposits into time deposits and non-time or demandable deposits we see that time deposits shrink substantially during QE, stabilize some during post-QE and even rise during QT, whereas demand deposits rise more than one for one during QE, keep growing post-QE, and come down relative to GDP only marginally so during QT. In the paper, we show that these effects are driven almost entirely by the uninsured portion of deposits.Maturity-shortening of bank deposits is thus another dimension of liquidity dependence induced by QE, which makes QT potentially an uphill task.



Demandable and Time Deposits (% of GDP)
QE I QE II QE III Post-QE QT Pandemic QE
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The blue line in this figure are time deposits (CDs), the red line is demand deposits (checking, savings, money-market savings, etc.), and green line is the aggregate reserves. All are plotted relative to GDP.By decomposing deposits into time deposits and non-time or demandable deposits we see that time deposits shrink substantially during QE, stabilize some during post-QE and even rise during QT, whereas demand deposits rise more than one for one during QE, keep growing post-QE, and come down relative to GDP only marginally so during QT. In the paper, we show that these effects are driven almost entirely by the uninsured portion of deposits.Maturity-shortening of bank deposits is thus another dimension of liquidity dependence induced by QE, which makes QT potentially an uphill task.



Uninsured/Insured Demandable/Time Deposits (% of GDP)
QE I QE II QE III Post-QE QT Pandemic QE
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The blue line in this figure are time deposits (CDs), the red line is demand deposits (checking, savings, money-market savings, etc.), and green line is the aggregate reserves. All are plotted relative to GDP.By decomposing deposits into time deposits and non-time or demandable deposits we see that time deposits shrink substantially during QE, stabilize some during post-QE and even rise during QT, whereas demand deposits rise more than one for one during QE, keep growing post-QE, and come down relative to GDP only marginally so during QT. In the paper, we show that these effects are driven almost entirely by the uninsured portion of deposits.Maturity-shortening of bank deposits is thus another dimension of liquidity dependence induced by QE, which makes QT potentially an uphill task.



Also apparent in the cross-section

• Banks with more “exogenous” reserves during QE increase 
demandable claims and shrink time deposits.

• Quantities
• Prices

• But not during QT.
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Why do banks not shrink liquidity claims 
when reserves fall?
• They substitute reserves with “eligible” assets?

• Can be “repo”ed for reserves with other banks 
• And with the Fed through the discount window and now the SRF
• But… stigma? Hoarding? repo market sensitive to small shocks to reserves?
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(Credit Lines + Demandable Deposits)/(Reserves 
and Eligible Assets): Aggregate

Pandemic QEQE-III Post-QE QTQE-IIQE-I
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The blue line in this figure are time deposits (CDs), the red line is demand deposits (checking, savings, money-market savings, etc.), and green line is the aggregate reserves. All are plotted relative to GDP.By decomposing deposits into time deposits and non-time or demandable deposits we see that time deposits shrink substantially during QE, stabilize some during post-QE and even rise during QT, whereas demand deposits rise more than one for one during QE, keep growing post-QE, and come down relative to GDP only marginally so during QT. In the paper, we show that these effects are driven almost entirely by the uninsured portion of deposits.Maturity-shortening of bank deposits is thus another dimension of liquidity dependence induced by QE, which makes QT potentially an uphill task.



(Credit Lines + Demandable Deposits)/(Reserves 
and Eligible Assets): Histogram by Period
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(Credit Lines + Demandable Deposits)/(Reserves 
and Eligible Assets): Distribution

Pandemic QEQE-III Post-QE QTQE-IIQE-I
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The blue line in this figure are time deposits (CDs), the red line is demand deposits (checking, savings, money-market savings, etc.), and green line is the aggregate reserves. All are plotted relative to GDP.By decomposing deposits into time deposits and non-time or demandable deposits we see that time deposits shrink substantially during QE, stabilize some during post-QE and even rise during QT, whereas demand deposits rise more than one for one during QE, keep growing post-QE, and come down relative to GDP only marginally so during QT. In the paper, we show that these effects are driven almost entirely by the uninsured portion of deposits.Maturity-shortening of bank deposits is thus another dimension of liquidity dependence induced by QE, which makes QT potentially an uphill task.



Does bank liquidity exposure matter:  The 
Covid Shock and bank credit line drawdowns
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Does bank liquidity exposure matter:  The 
Covid Shock and bank stock returns
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Why do banks not shrink liquidity claims 
when reserves fall?
• Organizational constraints

• How do you withdraw a line of credit from a relationship client?
• Wholesale deposit desk may be hard to close.

• Moral hazard
• Fed will come in in times of need since stress will show up in Treasury repos.
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Is there a cost to repeated Fed liquidity provision?

• Market underprices liquidity, enhancing need to intervene.
• Easy for Fed to get in, hard to get out
• Distortion in financial activity.
• Distortion in real activity?

• Accidents/places the Fed (central banks) cannot reach
• Interferes with monetary function

- Bank of England responded to “LDI crisis” reversing QT and injecting liquidity
- Post-political turnover, money market rates now BELOW BoE policy rate
- Financial stability at conflict with monetary policy?

• Permanent fiscal financing
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Policy Implications
• Demandable bank claims do not reverse in QT 

- Financial stability objectives vs monetary policy objectives

• Monitor, understand, and manage bank-issued liquidity claims in QE/QT
• Access for non-banks?

- Standing repo facility, subject to prudential requirements on “shadow banks”

• Engage in QT while “feeling the stones” for financial fragility
- Revisit desirable scale, scope, duration of QE, when “pushing on a string”?
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